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MAN & WOMAN

Competition or Completion

SCRIPTURE READING:

Genesis 2:21-24

The Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam. While he was sleeping,
God took one of Adam’s ribs and closed the flesh from where He had taken it.
From the rib the Lord God had taken from the man, He built a woman, then
brought her to the man. Upon seeing the woman, Adam said: “This is bone
from my bone, and this body came from my body; I will call her woman because
she was taken out of man.” Consequently, a man shall leave his father and
mother and be united to his wife; they shall become one entity.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. In today’s society, there is much controversy over the role of
men and women and husbands and wives.

B. It appears that we are extremists; we either get in the ditch on
one side of the road or the other. Women have their perspective,
and men have their opinion of what each of these roles should
be.

C. What is God’s perspective? Are these roles adequately defined
in the Scripture? I believe they are. In this study, we will look
at various scriptures and glean from them a basic understand-
ing of these individual roles.

D. God did not create men and women to compete against each
other; He created them to complete one another.

1. Competition is rivalry; it breeds opposition.

2. Completion means nothing lacking. It is the putting togeth-
er of components to make a whole.

3. Man’s instinct and woman’s intuition should be compli-
mentary, not competitive.
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E. Chauvinism, which is a prejudiced belief in one’s own gender,
can be displayed by either male or female. This attitude must be
avoided.

1. One who practices chauvinism disdains God’s creation of
the opposite sex.

2. Machoism and feminism are covers for insecurity.

F. God did not make one gender superior to the other; however, He
did make them different.

G. We should all strive to win, not make someone lose. When we
endeavor to complete instead of compete, everyone wins.

H. These differences are what it takes to complete us, but it is vital
that these differences blend, not clash.

I. The creation of the first man and woman gives valuable insight
into the role and reason for both men and women.

II. THE FORMATION OF MAN AND WOMAN

A. The Lord God (Jehovah-Elohim) caused the man to fall into a
deep sleep. While the man was sleeping, God removed one of his
ribs and closed the place from which He had taken it. From the
rib, God built a woman and brought her to the man. (Genesis
2:21-22)

B. After seeing the woman, the man said, “This is bone from my
bone, and this body came from my body; I will call her woman
because she was taken out of man.” (Genesis 2:23)

C. Until the rib was taken from the man, he was complete. After
the rib was taken from him, he was incomplete.

D. Since the woman was built from the rib of man, man is vital to
woman.

E. Neither the man nor woman is complete without the other, un-
less one dedicates himsef or herself to God, Who then completes
an individual. (I Corinthians 11:11-12)

F. When God brought the woman to the man, He did not intend for
them to compete with one another. His intention was comple-
tion, not competition.
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G. According to Genesis 2:24, God designed the woman and man to
work together as one unit.

H. God did not create the woman to be a slave; He created her to be
a working partner.

I. Working partners view one another’s abilities as assets, not
threats. This perspective produces harmony, not dissension.

III. AGREEMENT OR ARGUMENT

A. According to the principle in Amos 3:3, two cannot walk togeth-
er as a unit unless they are in agreement.

1. In order to be and remain in agreement, our goals, purpos-
es, and objectives must be similar.

2. Agreeing also involves conforming. If opinions are differ-
ent, someone has to conform; otherwise, agreement is aban-
doned.

3. As individuals, we think differently. We do not go about pro-
jects the same way; therefore, “give and take” is mandato-
ry. Without “give and take” dissension is inevitable. (I Corin-
thians 10:24)

4. We must focus on the project rather than opinions.

B. When Paul and Barnabas failed to agree, they separated from
one another, disbanding what God had put together. (Acts 15:36-
40)

C. Arguments divide; agreement unifies.

1. Wisdom and understanding are vital to agreement.

2. Stubbornness and resentment are detrimental to agreement.

D. It appears that there is more argument than agreement be-
tween men and women, especially in marriage.

E. Arguments force disagreement; therefore, harmony is lost. When
harmony is lost, we no longer walk in agreement.

F. In order to walk in agreement, we must be going in the same
direction, sharing similar interests.
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G. Joining forces with those who do not share the same purpose
and objectives will result in civil war.

      IV. ACHIEVING OUR GOAL

A. In order to achieve our goal, we must know our goal.

B. God’s goal (purpose & objective) for man and woman is the
same—“be fruitful and multiply.” (Genesis 1:28; Genesis 9:1;
Matthew 28:19)

1. Neither man nor woman has the ability to reproduce with-
out the other.

2. Not only are we to produce naturally, but we must also pro-
duce spiritually.

C. Men and women must learn to work together in the home, the
church, the community, and everywhere else; otherwise, we will
not be able to accomplish God’s purpose for our lives.

V. WORKING TOGETHER

A. Not everyone is called to work side-by-side; therefore, it is im-
perative to unite with the right mate and work associates.

B. Those who are called to work side-by-side will share the same
vision.

C. This principle applies to all areas of our lives—home, work,
church, and social arenas.

D. Even in church and ministry, not everyone is called to do the
same thing.

E. Although everyone has the mandate to be fruitful and multiply,
not everyone produces the same thing; nor do we produce the
same way.

F. We must unite with those of like vision, being cautious not to
criticize others who have a different vision.

G. We all are accountable and responsible for how we influence
and how we are influenced; therefore, we must operate in our
field of ministry or vocation.
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VI. THE ATTRACTION OF LIKES

A. In the natural, opposites attract, but in the Spirit, likes attract.

B. In order to fulfill our God-given purpose, we must work with
those who share like interests—like hearts.

C. Our focus in both life and ministry must be on God’s ordained
purpose for our lives.

D. Everyone should have a predetermined (not necessarily detailed)
goal (purpose) toward which he/she is striving; otherwise, we
will not be efficient in production.

E. Fulfilling purpose involves other people. Although we may be
given specific assignments, most of those assignments cannot
be accomplished without the help or cooperation of other peo-
ple.

F. It is absolutely imperative that the hearts of those working to-
gether be united.

G. When hearts are united in goals and objectives, control and ma-
nipulation are absent.

1. Both controllers and manipulators are self-centered; there-
fore, they are self-seeking.

2. When parties agree, there is no need or attempt on either
side to control or manipulate; their interest is not them-
selves.

H. Hearts that think alike go in the same direction.

I. When hearts are going in the same direction, there is no resis-
tance; consequently, the journey is smoother and more enjoy-
able.

J. Gifts and abilities vary; they may be totally different, but that
can be a tremendous asset if the hearts are united in vision and
objectives.

K. Like hearts complete rather than compete.
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    VII. CHOOSING MATES AND ASSOCIATES

A. After hearing Jesus’ discourse on divorce and remarriage, His
disciples concluded that it was not profitable or advisable for a
man to marry. (Matthew 19:3-10)

B. Jesus made it clear that not everyone could live his life as a
eunuch. Paul reiterated this fact. (Matthew 19:11-12; I Corin-
thians 7:7)

C. Some people give themselves totally to the Lord, thereby re-
ceiving all their fulfillment in Him. This group of people repre-
sents a small minority of the population; therefore, they are
the exception, not the rule.

D. Generally speaking, men are attracted to women, and women
are attracted to men by God’s design.

E. Very few people seek the Lord for the right mate. The right
mate is the one who is most conducive for God’s purpose being
fulfilled in each of our lives.

F. The principle of Genesis 24 should be followed when acquiring
a mate. (Not only is this principle good for marriage; it is also
good for choosing the right business or ministry associates.)

G. According to Ephesians chapter five, marriage depicts Jesus
and the Church. It also gives insight into the proper attitude for
husbands and wives.

H. We must avoid uniting with someone who will not support and
encourage us as we strive to fulfill God’s purpose for our lives,
realizing that we, too, must support and encourage the one with
whom we unite.

I. Infatuation has killed many God-ordained purposes. Look at the
heart, not the externals! This advice applies when choosing
both mates and ministry or business associates.

VIII. SUMMARY

A. God did not create men and women to compete against one
another; He created them to complete one another.

B. God did not make one gender superior to the other; however, He
did make them different.
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C. God designed the man and woman (husband & wife) to work to-
gether as one unit.

D. Arguments divide; agreement unifies.

E. God’s goal for men and women is the same—“be fruitful and
multiply.”

F. Not everyone is called to work side-by-side; therefore, it is im-
perative to unite with the right mate and work associates.

G. In order to fulfill our God-given purpose, we must work with
those who share like interests—like hearts.

H. When choosing a mate or an associate, it is imperative to choose
the one most conducive to the fulfillment of God’s purpose in
each of your lives.

IX. CONCLUSION

A. Competition produces rivals. God did not ordain men and wom-
en to be rivals; He ordained them to be working partners.

B. Chauvinism and feminism hinders God’s plan for men and wom-
en.

C. Neither man nor woman is complete in and of himself or her-
self; each needs the other.

D. We must abandon our prejudices and seek God’s purpose.

E. Completion or competition—the choice is ours.




